It is shown that A-equivariant maps may be classified up to bordism where the acting groups are abelian of odd order.
1. Introduction.
R. E. Stong in [3] has shown the Conner and Floyd fixed point methods may be used to classify equivariant maps between closed manifolds with G-action up to bordism when the group acting is cyclic of prime order. In [1] it has been shown that these methods can also be used to solve the case for the group being abelian of odd order. The object here is to show that the results in [1] can be extended to classify A-equivariant maps up to bordism where the acting groups are abelian of odd order. The disjoint union of maps makes the set of equivalence classes into an abelian group (Z2 vector space) denoted 9l¿,,". In [3] Stong defines the concept of an (g, 5')-free map of dimension (m, n) and the corresponding bordism group 9lm.n(3r, 5')-The above definition agrees with that of Stong for the case of A the identity map and, A/'" and Nn both (9JII, 0)-free, where "iUl is the collection of all subgroups of G and 0 is the empty family. In this case the group is denoted 9îm,". The principal results of [1] show that for G abelian of odd order and 5=" 5' families adjacent with respect to K (see [4] for definitions), then there exist spaces SK(m, n-k) such that îtm.nO, 5')=©Lo %(SK(m,n-k)). The space SK(m, n-k) is the union of a collection of spaces constructed out of the product of a fixed set of BO®_k, a universal G/K-space described in [2] , and a space derived from a Pontrjagin-Thom construction. Next one supposes that Ç3 ¡5' is any pair of families. Letting *€ be the collection of all subgroups in g-55', and ¿f(m,n-k) the disjoint union over KeW of SK(m,n-k), it is shown that 9C»(3. %')^®î=0%(y(m,n-k)). Thus, for example, 9lm."0Hll, 0)=9?m.n is computable. Now consider diagrams of the form :
where G acts on X, M'", N", and Y, by a, \p, 6, and t respectively; and d,f, and e are differentiable equivariant maps. Then there is the obvious extension of the definitions of 9lm,"; requiring that there exist differentiable equivariant maps D: V->-X and E: W~+ Y which restrict to d and d', and to e and <?' respectively. The corresponding bordism group is denoted 3t£,"(A\ a; Y, t). The groups corresponding to the diagrams X*¿-Mm U. Nn'andM"'UN"U Y are denoted by 9?£.n(A\ a; -)and^," (-; Y, r) respectively. Note that SR®."(-; -)=9t°.".
It is immediate from the proofs in [1] that for G abelian of odd order, by including in the product forming S(m,n-k) the spaces X and Y, sJl","(A', a; Y, t) is computable. I.e., there exist spaces £/'{m,n-k; X, Y) such that yiZ.AX, a; Y, r)a¿@¿* %(^(m, n-k; X, Y)). Clearly 9t2.B(JK, a; -) and 9lm.B(-; Y, t) are also computable. 4. The case for H and G abelian of odd order.
Lemma IfX : H-+G is a monk homomorphism between odd order abelian groups, then "Im,* is isomorphic to îî^ "(G///,,«; -), itvïA /Ae obvious G-act ion, ¡u, on G\H.
Proof. If A is monic then H is isomorphic to a subgroup of G. So without loss of generality one may assume that H is a subgroup of G. Let
